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Title word cross-reference

G/G/∞ [1996]. k [1577, 2039]. λ(n)/Ck/1/N [189].

- dimensional [1928]. - Graphs [1983].
- optimal [1843]. - TLB [1192]. - weighted [1833].

.NET [1794].

1100/42 [257]. 1992 [706].

2 [1936, 575]. 2-dimensional [2061].

370/145 [86]. 3G [2259].

43XX [363].

5000 [738]. 52779 [127]. 5890 [555].

60 [38].

802.11 [1873, 1298, 1892]. 802.11-operated [1298]. 802.11e [1385]. 802.11s [1966].
802.16e [1691].

9/30/91 [660].
Approximations


1981, 1048, 2086, 903, 1322, 816, 1499, 1626].

Bandwidth-efficient [971, 1048].

bandwidth-sharing [1499, 1626].

bandwidths [1018]. banked [2094].

bankrupt [2139]. Banyan [728, 618, 684].

barrier [174]. base [338, 205]. Based

based [1677, 2314, 1526, 639, 1039, 1533, 1574, 1991, 625, 1587].

Basic [1757, 1739, 2130, 2241]. Batch
[828, 45, 1514, 2272, 78, 881].

batch-networks [2272]. Batched
[1463, 1159]. batching [1945, 432, 1985].

BATS [2369]. Battery [2282, 2199].

battery-diesel [2282]. Bayesian
[2297, 553, 234, 1380, 391]. BCMP [436].

BDAS [2334]. BE [283, 1492, 790].

beginning [600, 1527]. behavior
[1145, 984, 1198, 2248, 651, 1619, 689, 1093, 1123, 1954, 931, 1824, 879, 27, 1192, 524, 1065, 2340, 434, 1994, 884, 1362, 2127, 636, 827, 921, 918, 1855, 483, 930, 1121, 733, 583, 944].

Behavioral [531]. behaviors [2134, 2067].

behaviour [184, 445, 446, 512, 402].

Benchmark
[57, 650, 657, 610, 79, 2151, 662, 575, 1501, 666, 941, 1899, 603, 699, 1644, 592].

Benchmarked [24, 26]. Benchmarking
[182, 750, 1898, 2153, 158, 888, 144, 1909, 1220, 1917].

Benchmarks [211, 1246, 1708, 1793, 713, 955, 1192, 593, 665, 887, 1904].

beneficiary [1445]. beneficiary-donor
[1445]. Benefits [741, 495, 842, 1334, 2216].

Bernoulli [321, 728]. best
[265, 1167, 998, 1532, 999, 1677, 1712].

best-effort [998, 1677]. BestFit [2405].

bestseller [2306]. Better
[959, 1577, 5, 1488]. between
[1922, 986, 1348, 478, 1795, 2376, 2327, 1828].

Beware [3]. Beyond [1541, 2317, 2100, 117].

BG [1898]. BG/P [1898]. BGP
[1314, 1315]. biased [2391, 2116].

bibliography [358]. Bidding [2301]. Big
[2433, 2311, 2318, 2310, 1491, 2315, 2312, 2334, 1772, 2314]. BigData [2316]. bigger
[1457]. Bilateral [2030]. Billing [2416]. bin
[2405]. binary [1842, 2034, 2322].

binpacking [1167]. biological
[1641, 1638, 1640]. biology [1639].

Bipartite [2077, 1863]. bird [311]. Birkhoff

bit [1567]. Bitcoin [2419]. BitTorrent
[1425, 1844, 1939, 2080, 1571, 1724, 1670, 1692, 1946]. BitTorrent-like
[1724, 1670, 1946]. black [1789]. black-box
[1789]. Blackbox [1807]. BlackjackBench
[2147]. BlenX [1641]. bloat [2095]. block
[1067, 2241, 185, 377, 373]. blocked [385].

Blocking
[552, 1114, 358, 147, 34, 203, 1136, 1556].

bloom [1825, 1569]. Blue [1501].

Bluetooth [1610]. BMAP [1439].

BMAP/MAP/1 [1439]. Book

Boolean [763].

Boosting [1153]. both [1154]. bottlenecks
[814, 633, 667, 2250]. Bottom [1577].

Bottom- [1577]. Bound
[1646, 349, 1938, 376, 639, 260]. bounded
[1167, 2082, 2340, 2246]. Bounding
[1584, 1482, 1511, 882, 526, 679, 774].

bounds [294, 2223, 1306, 1600, 2242, 440, 807, 2171, 1942, 678, 1020, 1671, 1590, 1573, 1397, 1755, 1393].

bowl [1566]. box
[1789, 2339]. BRADO [1589]. braids [1655].

branch [1952, 639]. branch-and-bound
Communication [1400, 640, 596, 646, 2422, 663, 2066, 321, 1254, 2023, 2151, 821, 249, 784, 851, 1698, 1160, 299, 305, 1111, 833, 483, 2391, 1404, 220, 2148, 1202, 915].

Communications [175, 10, 248, 2402, 396, 693, 612, 2380].

CoMoM [1730]. compact [843].

compaction [552, 532]. Comparative [652, 1581, 2359, 249, 22, 47]. Comparing [1525, 1036, 1965, 2108, 229, 5, 2127].


compatibility [386, 1821]. compensating [1653]. compensation [295].

competition [2304]. Competitive [1543, 2294, 593, 2394]. competitiveness [2294, 2109, 1681].

compile-time [668]. compile [1437, 1060, 1804].


concatenation [1134]. Concave [2330].


Configuration [103, 224, 225, 2180, 223, 1768, 1023, 1364, 190]. configurations [1488, 1532, 1557]. configuring [797, 941].


congestion-dependent [556]. conjectures [483].

connection [1056, 1510, 1337, 2376, 566].


Conquering [2334]. conscious [2356].

consensus [56]. Conservatism [2418].

conserve [1467]. conserving [2333].

Considerations [455, 65, 78, 374]. considered [1471]. considering [740].

Consistency [1074, 429]. consistent [1083].


Consistency [1074, 429]. consistent [1083].

Considerations [455, 65, 78, 374]. considered [1471]. considering [740].

Consistency [1074, 429]. consistent [1083].


constraint
dynamism [2363].


EDF [856]. edge [1181]. edge-based [1181].

Edited [750, 751]. Edition [642, 751].

Editor [1506, 587, 1448, 1457, 1342, 1433].

editorial [1243]. Editors [956].


efficiently [1711, 801]. effort [129, 998, 999, 520, 1677]. efforts [1246].


electricity [2256, 1891, 2327]. electronic [116, 958, 356, 325]. elements [1291].


Embra [845]. emergence [2252]. eMIVA [1617]. EmNet [1775]. empathic [1775].

Empirical [1388, 210, 2158, 403, 184, 86, 1022, 2023, 138, 280, 319, 545, 767, 2226, 1771, 831].

empiricist [13, 17]. Emulating [1295].

emulation [1716, 877, 1220, 1677, 1709]. enabled [1196]. enabling [1817].

encapsulated [1578]. encoding [1441].

encourage [1265]. Encyclopedia [751].

End [1080, 1631, 1398, 486, 1948, 1807, 649, 1032, 1421, 1600, 1490, 1469, 1887, 1454, 1351, 1633, 1054, 859, 1911, 1334, 943, 1329, 774].

end-host [1887]. end-network [1948].

general-purpose [36]. generalised [1746]. generalization [441]. Generalized


HeteroScouts [1950]. heuristic
[1167, 261, 348]. heuristically [45].

Heuristics [2070, 434]. Hewlett [904].

Hierarchical [329, 1651, 988, 2166, 627, 855, 906, 388, 564, 302]. hierarchies [331, 349, 183, 376]. hierarchy [951, 1391].

High [1619, 1194, 2073, 690, 2144, 599, 2217, 1030, 735, 2094, 692, 1503, 969, 1061, 360, 291, 1569, 1665, 678, 2235, 976, 1053, 2353, 1633, 1137, 2236, 1174, 20]. High-capacity [1030]. High-density [1194]. high-dimensional [2353]. high-end [1633].


High-volume [174]. HighEnd [2022].

higher [1597, 441, 1395]. Highleyman [605, 653]. highly [994, 250, 634, 767]. highly-associative [634]. Hill [745].

histograms [1289]. history [1420, 312].


hot-potato [1686, 1313]. hot-spot [500].


I/O [340, 938, 977, 422, 713, 720, 796, 1782, 100, 901, 256, 674, 918, 2253, 194, 1153, 1228, 1429]. IaaS [1949]. IBM [868, 86, 363, 310, 789, 162, 24].


Implementation [1690, 334, 1132, 529, 224, 1332, 989, 1903, 2105, 1899, 1652, 93, 152, 1108].

implementations [1148, 1904].


Linear [2412, 1013, 30, 575, 1098, 1354, 1902, 1727]. lineariser [368]. Lingering [2208].

Linguistics [311]. link [1686, 1584, 1955, 1450, 1000, 1470, 2352, 1085, 983, 276, 1572, 682, 2083, 1326].


local-rule [2025]. localities [1276].

Locality [2319, 1446, 552, 1390, 367, 1844, 1045, 2378, 707, 446, 827, 1312, 403, 2186].


long-run [1239]. long-tail [1253].


long-run [1239]. long-tail [1253].


object-oriented [1568], objectives [609, 73], objects [892, 1156], Oblivious [1574, 1309, 2109], Observations [1451, 1425, 2342, 2320], observed [1619], Obtaining [1137, 580, 590], occupancy [268, 1360], occupied [2200], occurs [1527], off [1922, 1728, 1057, 1611, 1162], off-line [1611], offs [1672, 1987, 1336, 2322], offset [1693], old [1345], on-demand [1339, 1670], On-line [811, 2259, 731, 356, 1248], on-off [1728, 1162], on/off [1252, 1259], one [1450, 1078, 2124, 1578, 1335, 2292, 1693], one-way [2124, 1578, 1693], ongoing [1246], Online [1144, 1047, 2382, 1068, 2179, 2201, 2256, 2240, 1711, 1167, 1598, 2331, 2301, 1515, 1543, 1872, 2219, 2325, 1796, 1464, 2316], only [2029, 2030, 2031, 2025, 2032, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2037, 2038, 2039, 2026, 2040, 2041, 2027, 2042, 2028, 2043, 1989, 2044, 2045, 2046], OP2 [1897, 2145], OPEDo [1744], Open [1089, 1349, 1837], OpenAirInterface [1716], operands [316], operated [1298], Operating [888, 611, 601, 959, 222, 613, 624, 1001, 1605, 769, 1826, 510, 535, 1484, 447, 253, 917, 152], operation [1417, 509], Operational [291, 346, 467, 2259, 1407, 280, 319, 284, 1943], operations [519], operators [317], OPNET [1979], opportunistic [1922, 1999, 1929, 1459], opportunities [1121], OPSS [1616], Opteron [1907], optical [1262, 415, 924, 2083], Optimal [1764, 2167, 1534, 1373, 1564, 328, 808, 1978, 1623, 199, 1359, 2160, 233, 1361, 1678, 1392, 1847, 2375, 288, 286, 1606, 438, 1758, 778, 600, 978, 2075, 1657, 1174, 515, 1925, 1823, 1946, 1828, 1922, 1352, 857, 1262, 1309, 1672, 1150, 1118, 2234, 2280, 2254, 1720, 29, 2084, 1441, 1472, 2383, 2364, 1878, 1843, 859, 1856, 2220, 715, 51, 2269, 1499, 1599, 2186, 971, 1493], Optimality [1816, 1354, 2405, 2404, 1763, 1533, 1935], Optimistic [529, 910, 527, 784, 418, 2156, 1414], Optimization [1400, 205, 1401, 1464, 1592, 1250, 1744, 44, 1632, 1686, 2388, 1731, 2268, 2331, 2211, 2179, 2265, 2189, 2369, 1851, 1929, 372, 89, 2376, 1404, 1205, 1435, 1993, 523, 812, 1366, 2403], optimizations [1121], optimize [1447, 1843], Optimized [1436, 2116], Optimizing [2257, 2308, 1501, 2146, 1557, 1323, 744, 938, 977], option [2026], Options [2423], Oracle [443, 1802], oracles [2376], oranges [5], order [1967, 2033, 2325, 2383, 1173, 1985, 2309], ordering [1150, 176, 1095], organizing [1778, 2321], oriented [2069, 1730, 1004, 621, 1568, 2204, 1031], Origin [929], origins [1337], orphan [1077], OS-1100’ [419], OSNs [2066], OSPF [1043], ossifying [1948], other [2066, 200], our [15, 1710], out-of-band [2339], Out-of-core [902], out-of-the-box [2339], Outage [2284], Outage-capacity [2284], output [141, 1312], outsourcing [1137], overall [94], Overallocation [193], overflow [1514, 1117], overhead [1842, 1572, 200, 944], overlapped [1471], overlapping [2265], overlay [1616, 1442, 1522, 1777, 1636, 1377], overlays [1643, 2194], overload [1158, 730, 1147, 202], overloading [2395], overruns [207], overview [1716, 2050, 650, 1030, 1599], P [1898], P.A.P.A. [324], P1400 [58], P2P [2002, 1434, 1643, 1760, 1494, 1303, 1265, 1302, 1226, 1761, 2001, 1323, 1777, 1886], PAC1 [1107], pack [147], package [334, 2064, 722], Packard [904], Packet [1382, 1492, 459, 294, 984, 2178, 834, 1954, 1056, 1078, 1567, 1594, 1050, 1119, 2111, 1832, 502, 1820, 1424, 914, 1294, 2336, 2335, 1528, 1614, 848, 194, 2083], packet-counting [1594], packet-loss [1050], packet-switched [1820, 848].
policing

policy

politely

Polling

pollution

Pong

Pooch

pool

Pools

PoP

popular

popularity

Portable

Posit

Positive

possession

possible

Poster

posters

poststore

potato

potential

Potentials

POTRA

Power

power-aware

power-line

Power-performance

POWER7

Powering

PowerPC

practical

practice

predictable

predictable

predicting

Predictability

Predict

Predicted

Predictions

Predictive
30

1878, 339, 1604, 1752, 1642, 1435, 523, 487.

Problems
[67, 1352, 1996, 2254, 1089, 2024, 525, 783, 865, 1345, 2277, 68, 560, 2311, 1864, 2314].


procedures [50]. Proceeding [99, 2003].

Process [1017, 2047, 2048, 828, 1757, 2214, 1013, 2279, 243, 2056, 720, 840, 2058, 434, 2270, 728, 878, 254, 1251, 2098, 2309, 1439].

process-flow [720]. processes [1371, 1170, 1958, 2025, 1641, 495, 1718, 157, 2038, 1019, 208, 1095, 2060, 1827, 1529, 1188, 1267, 1169, 2045, 1481].


Product-form [2052, 2028, 762, 881].


profiles [14]. Profiling [780, 2253, 1390, 766, 695, 1704, 1861, 1202].

profit [2142]. Profits [2057, 2417, 1172].


Project [224, 393, 520]. projects [241]. proliferation [1494]. PROLOG [521].

PROLOG-based [521]. prologue [251]. promoting [2032]. promotion [1047].


properties [2029, 688, 1421, 1591, 1739, 1442, 2241, 1119, 2252, 514, 439, 1175, 1833, 1819].

property [1858]. Prophesy [1244].

Proportional [1015, 1782, 1288, 1605, 1196, 1921].

proportional-delay [1196].

Proportional-share [1015]. Proposal [73, 2379, 393]. proposed [666].

PROTEUS [692]. protocol [1234, 1141, 480, 493, 1873, 780, 613, 773, 298, 396, 1735, 1303, 784, 1265, 612, 999, 1356, 439, 1126, 708, 492].


Prototyping [220, 866, 221, 717]. prover [698]. provide [1302]. providers [2140].

Providing [1075, 1042, 2098, 774, 806, 1142].


PRSDs [1900]. PS [1525, 1601]. pseudo [475].

pseudo-parallel [475]. PSON [1636].

public [1198, 707]. publications [709, 789].

Publishers [750, 646, 657, 656, 2001].

Purchasing [2410]. purity [8]. purpose [36].

Pushing [1078]. putting [686].

Q [2062]. Q-MAM [2062]. QBD [2056, 1718, 2058]. QBDs [2049]. QBETS
steady [1511, 772]. steady-state [1511, 772], stealing [969, 1814]. SteadySteady [1779]. steps [4], StoCharts [1372].
Stochastic [1766, 948, 2342, 1167, 2254, 2171, 1915, 2040, 2211, 949, 1020, 947, 1284, 2061, 1542, 786, 1628, 697, 762, 1534, 2048, 1564, 1511, 837, 1368, 1750, 1405, 2242, 2064, 1746, 829, 952, 1260, 2280, 2405, 1100, 1510, 2331, 1679, 1378, 1360, 1724, 950, 1606, 1876, 1402, 1727, 2027, 954, 413, 2042, 978, 1726, 1533, 774, 646, 655]. stop [237].

store [2078]. stored [1670, 1502, 859, 1925]. stores [329]. story [2027], straight [498].


strength [2199], stretch [1928], strict [1472]. Stripping [810, 1036]. strong [1173]. strongly [186]. Structural
[1290, 281, 1140, 2232, 1901]. Structure [1923, 266, 124, 64, 1663, 413].
Structure-aware [1923]. Structured [217, 225, 1613, 1643, 185, 1303, 1121].
structures [1368, 2279, 1679, 2077, 371].

subpopulation [1381]. subprograms [16]. Subscriber [2425]. subscribed [662].
Subscription [2426], subsequences [1159]. subset [1825]. Subsidies [2413].
subsidization [68], subsidy [2136].
subsumes [982]. subsystem [33].
subsystems [422, 404, 256], successes [2025]. successful [130]. Successive [1843].
sufficient [125], suitability [1479]. suite [1278, 650]. suites [603]. sum [10].
summaries [1383]. Summary [863, 706, 710, 938, 611, 310, 517, 738, 1775, 1582, 1857, 84, 741]. Sun [666].

Supercomputer [637, 1501].
supercomputers [1904].
supermartingales [1600]. superpage [1047]. superposition [1056, 732].
superscalar [1109]. supervised [1585].
supply [513]. Support [903, 1948, 1151, 1131, 1617, 1066, 936, 24, 849, 1031].
supported [2169]. Supporting [998, 859, 1535]. surrogate [272]. Survey [149, 390, 2184]. Survivability [2165].
survivable [2344], survive [2035].
susceptibility [2340]. Sustainability [2244, 1812, 1808]. Sustainable [2427, 2088].
sweep [1729]. sweep-and-sleep [1729].
Switch [2288, 453, 1151, 834, 891, 837, 557, 1003, 2083]. switch-over [453]. switched [1820, 778, 586, 1294, 2075, 848, 194].
switches [2178, 1164, 1763, 1419, 502].
Switching [325, 294, 1262, 116, 1517, 2308, 1419, 2179, 459, 1334, 2330]. SWNs [953].
Symbiotic [1186]. symmetries [1099].
Symposium [963]. Syms [26].
Thread through-put-oriented [102, 156, 2024].

threshold-based

Three tier

Throughput-delay, 1385, 1236, 1255, 2217, 1697, 1256, 2186.

Things 1748, 322, 335, 960, 266, 324, 1989, 142, 1278.

Temperature 293, 130, 2359, 771, 1380, 635, 1143, 353.

Technologies [1956, 1957, 1272].

Technology [249]. TED [91, 908, 909, 912].

telecom [1891], telecommunication [908].

Telecommunications [746, 2166, 907].

teleconferencing [805]. telephone [1003, 374]. Telephony [1977].

teleprocessing [90]. tell [1126].

Temperature [2087, 2245, 2395]. Temporal

[1045, 2168, 1591, 2378, 2068, 827, 1322].

Temporally [946]. temporary [2041].

tensor [1098]. terabytes [1375]. term [1817, 1049, 1528]. terminal [94, 24].

ternary [1492, 1825]. TERRAIN [1818].

Terrestrial [869]. TES [807]. TES/GI/1 [807]. Test [230, 116, 222, 119].

testbed [1132, 1883, 488]. testing [1632, 231, 111, 233, 237, 1, 117, 232]. tests

[1321]. text [987, 315]. texts [163]. their

[2123, 1362, 2128, 541, 1210]. them [609].

Theorem [698]. theorems [762, 2303, 1757].

Theoretic [1885, 2135, 2140, 1302, 1233, 572, 573].

Theoretical [1573, 648, 1841]. Theory [948, 643, 642, 644, 655, 868, 1426, 654, 701,

2346, 820, 1517, 63, 1359, 164, 64, 839, 7, 2130, 1794, 1317, 4, 322, 883, 1263, 2221, 1830, 119].

Thermal [1905, 1673, 2114]. thin [1201].

Thin-client [1201]. Things [2351]. Third


[328, 727]. Thread [2021, 528, 1794, 2152].

Three [487, 1607, 227]. Threshold

[1090, 882, 1059, 1089, 1445, 1943, 1533].

Threshold-based [882, 1059, 1089].

Thresholds [2024]. Throughput [1500, 374, 2094, 589, 938, 977, 2115, 1275, 621, 1469,

1420, 2386, 920, 1470, 809, 1553, 1468, 1727, 1385, 1236, 1255, 2217, 1697, 1256, 2186].

Throughput-delay [374].

throughput-fairness [1697].

throughput-oriented [621]. throughputs

[1596, 1965, 1874]. tier

[1222, 1754, 1824, 1427, 1406, 1888]. Tier-1

[1888]. tiered [1332, 1351, 1624, 1364]. tiers

[2153]. Tight [1942]. tightest [1326]. Time

[370, 382, 776, 601, 1767, 1221, 729, 1155, 830, 1269, 730, 216, 1564, 453, 1836, 2319,

350, 1482, 1970, 2207, 631, 856, 1613, 2384, 1203, 1987, 111, 1078, 731, 1144, 2373, 1780,

1061, 298, 77, 80, 807, 2099, 1252, 2283, 1413, 862, 1249, 839, 1187, 2272, 1396, 1497, 1625,

2126, 666, 1383, 207, 2040, 2352, 201, 1453,

433, 883, 615, 1865, 1565, 2059, 1109, 1447, 68, 679, 2060, 809, 1693, 899, 934, 542, 1868,

1590, 1195, 1486, 356, 543, 876, 1446, 1604,

1951, 1776, 73, 269, 752, 1653, 33, 439, 2336,

1527, 414, 708, 254, 668, 1395, 744, 1796].

time

[881, 59, 1459, 1493, 1081, 685, 773, 622].

time-correlated [1604]. time-critical

[254]. time-dependent [809].

time-memory [1987]. Time-parallel [776].

time-sharing [68, 269, 33]. time-sharing/batch [68]. time-stamping [1109].

time-varying [1564, 2207, 1565, 2059, 2060].

time-windows [1497, 1625]. timed

[1373, 2019, 429]. Timepatch [835]. times

[1592, 718, 2271, 1355, 925, 2385, 384, 2206,

453, 1056, 2173, 1780, 622, 2275, 2026, 1596,

914, 2262, 2387, 1251]. timesharing [93].

timing [1750, 1190, 1180, 20]. timing-first

[1190]. TIPME [1063]. TLB [1192]. Token

[382, 491, 381, 1034, 439]. tolerance [801].

tolerant [898, 2310, 577, 448]. Tolerating

[2246]. tomography

[1955, 1182, 2126, 1454, 2110]. Tool

[110, 2421, 559, 1744, 1741, 1509, 814, 1812,

2064, 1746, 118, 1617, 36, 1824, 326, 250, 475,

1748, 322, 335, 960, 266, 324, 1989, 142, 1278].

toolbox [1960, 1712, 2063]. Toolkit [1901].

Tools

[1277, 1742, 2062, 83, 1740, 210, 120, 802, 734].

Topic [2368]. topological [2175].

topologies [1182, 1217, 1799, 2386, 2210, 1583].

Topology [1931, 1014, 1181, 1409, 1739,

2292, 1983, 1427]. Total [943, 1985]. TPC

workstations [889, 825]. world
[1700, 1794, 790, 853, 1150, 1075]. worry
[1906]. worth [1231]. would [2035]. WPI
[650]. WPIN [2409]. write
[714, 2214, 199, 1191, 355, 628]. writer [558].
Wroclaw [95]. wrong [243]. WSN [1893].
WSNs [1973]. WWW [997, 1127].
X [780, 695, 637]. X-MP [637]. x86 [888].
XACML [1667]. Xen [1607]. Xengine
[1667]. XML [1242]. XML-RPC [1242].
Xprof [695]. XRAY [180].
YOUQMON [2259]. YouTube [2259].
Z [809]. Z-iteration [809]. Zigbee [1979].
Zipf [1580]. Zipf-like [1580]. zone [1304].
zone-balancing [1304].
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